Syncade Resource Editor

- Simplifies management of recipe instruction text
- Facilitates rapid response to changing production requirements
- Enhanced and interactive instruction display

Introduction

The Syncade Resource Editor allows you to access and interact with recipe instruction text and workflows within a simplified interface. The tool is suitable for both operations and quality personnel and recipe authors.

Recipe text management can now be performed outside of workflow, reducing the number of recipe updates needed to address changing production requirements.

The Resource Editor tool allows you to standardize display characteristics, easily manage changes, and group instruction items together.

Efficient Library Management

The Resource Editor tool allows you to conveniently manage your library of work instructions.

Standardized display characteristics using word processing features are included within the interface to allow for a more user-friendly experience. These features include highlight text, change color, create table, adjust font size, and duplicate.

Resources can be created, revised, and version controlled from within the editor. They can also be grouped based on site requirements and can store metadata.

The efficient creation and reuse of instruction text within a specific resource can accelerate recipe creation.
**Operational Flexibility**

With the Resource Editor tool, it is easy to accommodate site specific variances when transferring and updating recipes.

Language differences can now be addressed without having to alter the main recipe. Using the dual display mode, both the default language and a second language can be rendered simultaneously for a single resource.

Instruction text and varying parameter references can be easily updated based on operational requirements. Effectively manage lengthy work instructions with an easy-to-view interface.
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